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Accomplishments over past year

1. Cardiac AMR 2013 Working Formulation Update (*JHLT* Dec 2013)
3. Symposia (Lung pathology, Mixed rejection, Cardiac AMR – sensitized pt.)
4. Cardiac Rejection Pathology online tutorial:
ISHLT CONSENSUS
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Accomplishments over past year

1. Cardiac AMR 2013 Working Formulation Update (*JHLT* Dec 2013)
3. Symposia (Lung pathology, Mixed rejection, Cardiac AMR – sensitized pt.)
Goals and plans for coming year

1. Council members contributing to Online Tutorial for AMR (SCVP website)
2. Lung AMR Consensus Document (from 2014 San Diego Pre-meeting)
3. Begin Lung Rejection online tutorial
4. Increase pathologist “reach out”, expand pathologist membership
[356] Gross Examination of the Left Ventricular Assist Device: A Primer for the Pathology Resident


[360] Antibody-Mediated Rejection in Endomyocardial Biopsies as Assessed by Automated C4d and CD34 Quantitation and Co-Localization

[366] C4d Immunoreactivity in Endomyocardial Biopsies after Heart Transplantation: A 10-Year Prospective Analysis

[370] Cardiac Allograft Assessment: A Single Institution Experience
Key discussion points for the Board

1. Website and server allocation for Online Lung Rejection Pathology Tutorial (modelled after the SCVP page)
2. Link from Pathology Council webpage to SCVP online tutorial for cardiac rejection
3. Consider co-sponsoring session at USCAP, SCVP, AECVP
Action items for coming year requiring a Board vote

• 1.
• 2.
• 3.
• 4.
Action items requiring funding
(include amount requested and detailed rationale)